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Notices

The Contents of this magazine are strictly copyright and may not be reproduced without obtaining prior permission from the Editor. Opinions expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the Editor or proprietors.

The Editor invites original contributions on construction of radio subjects. All material used will be paid for. Articles should be typewritten, and photographs should be clear and sharp. Diagrams need not be large or perfectly drawn, as our draughtsmen will redraw in most cases, but relevant information should be included. All MSS must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope or reply or return. Each item must bear the sender's name and address.

Component Review. Manufacturers, publishers, etc., are invited to submit samples or information of new products for review in this section.

Suggested CIRCUITS for the EXPERIMENTER

The circuits presented in this series have been designed by G. A. FRENCH specially for the enthusiastic who needs only a circuit and the essential relevant data.

No. 13: A Heterodyne Capacitance Meter

This month’s circuit is that of a heterodyne capacitance meter capable of measuring values of capacitance from less than 10 pF to greater than 0.01 µF. Accuracy is good, but the scale is liable to become cramped for readings above 0.001 µF.

Principle of Operation

The principle of operation is very simple. V1 is an RF oscillator, across the grid coil of which (L1) various values of unknown capacitance may be connected. V2 is also an RF oscillator, being tuned by a variable capacitor, C5. It is loosely coupled to the circuit of V1 by suitable positioning of the coils. To find the value of an unknown capacitor, it is first of all connected across L1, whereupon C5 is adjusted until a zero beat is heard in the phones. The two oscillators are then working on the same frequency and the value of the unknown capacitor may be read from a previously-calibrated scale fitted to C5.

To expand the range of the meter a two-way switch, S1, is included in the circuit. When this switch is set to Range 1, the unknown capacitor is connected directly across L1. When Range 2 is selected, the unknown capacitor is connected in series with a fixed capacitor, C2, and acts more or less as a pad. Assuming that C5 has a value of 500 pF, Range 1 then measures capacitances nearly up to this figure, whilst Range 2 allows readings to be taken to the probable maximum (with accuracy) of 0.01 µF. There will be a certain amount of overlap between the two ranges, but there is little point in calibrating Range 2 below 300 pF.

A small fixed capacitor, C1, is connected permanently across L1, this helping to reduce the effects of varying stray capacitances. It also allows C5 to swing over the zero test capacitance position when its vanes are unmeshed.

Both L1-L2 and L3-L4 are similar coils, and it is recommended that medium-wave superhet oscillator coils be used in these positions. With such coils, stable oscillations should be obtained without too much self-capacitance. L5, the RF choke, need not be elaborate. A single-bobbin “reaction-type” component would probably cope quite well.

Practical Details

The construction of the meter should present little difficulty. It will probably not be necessary to screen the coils L1-L2 and L3-L4 away from each other; but it would be advisable to have them some distance apart, with their axes at right angles. If this does not give sufficient coupling, their positions may be altered so that their axes are brought more in line. On the other hand, should coupling be too tight (and this may result in “pulling”) it may be necessary to fit a small screen between the two coils.

When the meter has been completed, calibration may be carried out by measuring the values of known capacitors, and completing the scale with the aid of a graph.
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HARMONIC DRIVE

Part Three

By P. TURNER

Where Harmonic Drive Comes From

Do you remember that bit about vectors and how they do what we tell 'em? We found out that a vector which is used to represent a varying waveform can be imagined to be like a spoke of a wheel. It is easier if you just imagine one spoke and throw the rest of the wheel away. Because it is mostly mathematicians who write about vectors, and because they always take the precaution of reducing a waveform to sine waves before they start calculating, it is usual to think of a vector of this kind as rotating at a constant invariable speed, and therefore as describing a sine wave. There is no reason why a vector should not speed up and slow down, though, if you care to think of it as doing that.

Look at Figure 3. Here you see a vector rotating to produce a sine wave whose apparent height is made into a graph with time for the horizontal part. Shown above it is another waveform, but this is a distorted wave. Now we know that the peak value of a waveform is equivalent to the maximum height of the vector, or really the other way round, the vector is made just high enough, or long enough if you like, to represent the peak value of the wave.

It is obvious then that the peak value is shown by the vector when it is upright, or at ninety degrees, as they say. (A vector is usually agreed to start lying down and pointing to the right. This position is made the zero degrees position or the start position.) The term 'ninety degrees' only means that the vector has made a quarter of a revolution as determined by the waveform. Here is a funny thing. Although the vector in Figure 3A has made a quarter of a revolution as shown by the waveform, the vector of a sine wave having the same frequency has not made a quarter of a revolution. The vector of the distorted wave must be going faster than the vector of the sine wave, though.

Now look at the second ninety degrees of movement. The sine wave vector carries on at the same old speed quite unchanged, but the two vectors for the distorted wave has to slow down because the two vectors reach one hundred and eighty degrees or half a revolution at exactly the same moment. The same thing happens in the next half of the waveform. The vector of the sine wave goes on at the same old speed, while the vector of the distorted wave goes slow at first, and then speeds up to catch up the vector of the sine wave so that they both reach the end of one complete wave at exactly the same instant.

Now look at Figure 4. Here we have two sine waves, one a large amplitude one, and one a smaller one of twice the frequency. The vectors are shown with a common spindles here, but as vectors are only imaginary things this is quite OK. They will not bang into each other. The vector of the little wave will be going round twice as fast as the vector of the big wave. Its frequency will be the 'second harmonic frequency' of the big wave form frequency. Let us say that these two waveforms are the result of one of M. Fourie's analyses. The original waveform, before it was broken down into sine waves, would have been like Figure 5. This happens because at first the two sine waves are helping each other and so the voltage, or current, or whatever it is that the waveform is describing, quickly rises to its peak value. The combined vector describing the original wave is going round fast. A little later the two sine waves are working against each other, and the fall from the peak is a good deal slower. The vector slows down in the same way.

Now let us see if we can reason out why it is that a sine wave variation of current cannot be used to drive a circuit tuned to any multiple of the sine wave frequency or the fundamental frequency. We are once more in debt to the Romans for that word 'fundamental', by the way. It comes from a Latin word, fundo, the bottom (reaching the base or lower portion). The Roman word for 'foundation' was 'fundamental' and this is the word in which we use our version of the word. When we say 'the fundamental' we mean the 'foundation wave' of frequency, say, f cycles per second, which we use to build up our structure of related or harmonic frequencies.

Look at Figure 4 again. It shows a big sine wave, and a little one of twice the frequency. Say the big sine wave is the output waveform of a very good signal generator, and the little one is the waveform of a circuit that we are trying to drive. We are trying to get some second harmonic drive from the signal generator, then. At the start of the first wave everything is alright and the fast circuit is in step with the slow one. Half a wave later (in the fast circuit) the driven waveform is showing exactly the opposite direction to that in which the driven waveform is trying to change. In other words, if your oscillator has a pure sine wave output and you couple it to a circuit tuned to the second harmonic frequency, it will give the faster circuit a wallop in the right direction during one half of a cycle and a wallop in the wrong direction during the next half of a cycle. This results in an average transfer of energy which is exactly N1L at twice the frequency of the driver current variations (or at any other multiple). Consequently, ordinary transformer action is set up, and the waveform which occurs in the coupled circuit is the same frequency as the oscillator waveform. It won't be an exact sine wave, though.

The fact that the coupled circuit is tuned to twice the frequency of the oscillator means that it has a preference for going twice as fast and it will try to do so all the time. This will distort the output from the coupled circuit a little. Now look at Figure 5 again. Here we have a distorted waveform, and we have shown the second harmonic frequency sine wave on the same base line. Suppose the distorted wave is the output from a crystal oscillator and we couple a coil to it in the ordinary way. Suppose that the coupled coil is tuned by means of a capacitor to twice the frequency of the oscillator waveform. At the start, the two vectors will be going at nearly the same speed. This means that
Converting the 21 RECEIVER

By J. R. DAVIES

The first of a series of articles describing the conversion of this well-known ex-Government receiver.

One of the best bargains offered at present on the Government surplus market is the ex-Army No. 21 Receiver. This is a 9-valve battery receiver working on the two ranges 4.2 to 7.5 Mcs and 19 to 31 Mcs. The receiver functions as a double superhet on the higher frequency band, and as a single superhet on the lower frequency band. The IF is 456 kcs (when used as a double superhet, this is the second IF), amplification being carried out over two stages. The IF response is flattened on the higher frequency band by means of auxiliary circuits connected to the wavechange switch.

The receiver is intended to operate from a separate vibrator pack driven by a 6-volt battery. The 6-volt battery also supplies filament current to the valves in the receiver. As these are 2-volt types, each valve is fitted with a filament dropping resistor (with the exception of several valves in the RF section whose filaments are isolated from chassis by choke or tuned circuits). Only two types of valve are used in the receiver (presumably to facilitate replacement during war-time action); these being the ARPI2, a var-u-mu RF pentode, and the AR8, a double-diode-triode. Frequency-changing (to 456 kcs) is carried out by using a separate ARPI2 as oscillator, its output feeding into the suppressor grid of another ARPI2 which functions as a mixer. The ARPI2 and the AR8 are both Mazda-octal types.

AF output is provided by an AR8 feeding into a special output transformer, a third winding of which is employed to provide noise suppression. Another AR8 is used as a BFO, its being operated by switching its filament.

As it stands, the receiver can be immediately connected to a 6-volt LT and a 150-volt HF supply, whereupon it will provide headphone reception on the two bands for which it is designed.

The Conversion

The object of the conversion described in these articles is to alter the receiver in such a manner as to append it to the conventional all-wave bands with good-fidelity loudspeaker output, whilst at the same time retaining the high sensitivity, selectivity and, so far as is possible, the other refinements which are inherent in its original circuit. The receiver is also modified so that it may be operated from 2-volt and 120-volt battery supplies. Such a conversion necessitates an alteration to the output stage, and also the removal of the RF and mixer tuned circuit components, the latter being replaced by an all-wave circuit. The IF stages are left as they are. The wave-change switching circuits which were used originally to alter IF selectivity for the two different bands are retained; thus providing a panel control of variable selectivity in the completed receiver.

An Osmon HO coil-pack, together with an Osmon LM HF Stage, are used to provide the new tuned circuits. Apart from other considerations, this coil-pack and its HF Stage are ideal for this conversion owing to their small physical size and their ease of mounting.

The Osmon HO coil-pack is intended to work on the long, medium and short wave bands without an RF amplifier. When it is desired to provide RF amplification, a further three-waveband "HF Stage" can be connected to the existing wave-change...
switching circuits of the HO coil-pack. However, the layout of the 21 receiver makes it difficult to employ really short RF-carrying leads to the HF Stage, and the efficiency of the short-wave HF coil would then be correspondingly reduced. This trouble is overcome by using an LM HF Stage (identical to the three-wave band HF Stage which would normally be employed, except that it has long and medium-wave coils only), and, on the short-wave band, feeding the aerial tuned circuit straight to the signal grid of the mixer. There is therefore no RF amplification on short wave, but the single signal tuned circuit is still quite sufficient to give good sensitivity without undue second-channel interference. To effect the altered wave-change switching a very simple modification is made to the HO coil-pack before it is fitted.

It should also be pointed out that the HO coil-pack is designed for use with a mains-type oscillator. It has, however, been chosen for this circuit because an ARP12, pentode-connected, is capable of providing adequate oscillating power with this coil-pack even when its HT voltage is dropped to 70 volts or less.

A further point is concerned with the fact that the coils of the Osmor HF Stage are also intended for use with mains valves. As these coils are bottom-end coupled, a battery-type valve would not feed into them so well as would its mains equivalent. Nevertheless, in practice, the bottom-end coupling works quite well in this case and good results are obtained from the RF amplifier on both medium and long waves.

Whilst the HO coil-pack is intended for series-fed AVC control, the 21 receiver employs parallel-fed (leak and capacitor) grid circuits. These parallel-fed circuits are retained, the Osmor grid coils being taken to chassis via suitable resistors. It should be noted that, whilst the value chosen in the circuit for these resistors (100 kΩ) is sufficient to maintain the coils at chassis potential so far as DC is concerned, it also prevents any detrimental effect on the performance of the end-coupling capacitors with which the resistors are connected in parallel.

Also necessitated by the conversion are modifications to the original HT and LT circuits used in the receiver. The unmodified receiver employs two HT lines. After conversion, a single HT line is advantageously decoupled and used instead. The filament dropping resistors are also removed. Owing to the presence of anode voltage test points and other circuits, a fair amount of HT and other wiring has to be removed before the conversion can really get under way.

Accompanying this article is a table showing the additional parts needed for the modification. Also shown is a list of the components which are removed from the receiver, and which are not used again. As may be seen, apart from the coil-pack, the components which are removed more than comfortably balance those which must be added to the circuit. Some constructors will have many of the extra components needed already on hand.

When the conversion is completed, the set offers a selectivity and sensitivity well in advance of that given by the usual all-wave battery receiver. Despite the fact that the IF transformers are fairly loosely-coupled, the IF stages give a very high gain, the variable selectivity circuits being extremely useful for differing conditions of reception. In addition, these IF stages are very stable, and there is no evidence of "sidelband-screach", lopsided response curves or any other similar fault whatsoever.

The circuits of the altered AF section, and of the new frequency-changer and aerial stages, are shown in Fig. 1.

Practical Points

Although there is nothing difficult in this conversion there is, nevertheless, quite a fair amount to do. Assuming that there were no complications, the whole process would probably take up four or five evenings, working comfortably and unhurriedly. The writer has taken great care to reduce the amount of chassis alteration to the minimum; and it will be found that it is necessary to drill only one hole, that being the one used for mounting the HO coil-pack. Three small but very easily-made coil and trimmer brackets are also required. No special tools are necessary, and the writer used an ordinary 65-watt Solon soldering-iron (without a pencil bit) for all the connections needed.

In the instructions which follow it will be noticed that quite a few wires have to be disconnected from their various tags. In some cases it will be found more advisable to cut these wires at the tags rather than to attempt to unsolder them, this being due to the subsequent possibility of damage by heat. Unless it is definitely stated that a wire should be cut or unsoldered, it is left to the reader to use his own judgment.

To facilitate the conversion, the various processes have been split up into numbered "steps". Apart from the advantage of knowing the point at which one has arrived, this method of presentation also helps considerably in providing a basis for cross-reference.
During the conversion, and unless it is otherwise stated, the receiver should be placed upside-down with the controls facing the reader. The directions, "left", "right", etc., will then apply whilst it is in this state. In addition, with the receiver upside-down, the "top" of a vertically mounted component will then be that end furthest away from the chassis.

Fig. 2 shows the position and nomenclature of the various components under the chassis before modification. The references "V1A", "V1B", etc., are applied to the various valveholders, corresponding with those marked on the chassis itself. In the text it would be wasteful of space to continually refer to "valveholder V1A" or "valveholder V2A", etc., and so the word "valveholder" is often omitted. Thus, for example, "a connection to pin 3 of V1A" can automatically be understood to refer to pin 3 of that particular valveholder.

In the same way, the four screened coils on the coil chassis are referred to as the "V1 coil", the "V2 coil", and so on. These coils, incidentally, are provided with tags which hold the decoupling components for the various valves to which they correspond. (The IF decoupling components are mounted inside the IF case.)

The pin connections of all the valves used in the modified receiver are given in a table accompanying this article.

Checking the Receiver

Before commencing the conversion the receiver should first of all be checked. If it has just been purchased it should be examined for superficial damage.

In particular, each valve type 6P12 and AR6 must be inspected to ensure that the glass has not come free from the base. These valves (probably due to storage conditions) are very prone to this fault, and should always be handled carefully, especially when removing them from their holders. Their top-caps are also liable to come away from the glass; and if top-cap connectors should be fitted and removed with care. If the metalising of any of the valves has become disconnected from its earthing pin, another earthing connection will have to be made. (Thin wire wrapped around the bottom of the glass will usually make an adequate connection.)

Temporary supply leads should next be connected to the rear plate as follows:—LT positive (6-volt)—tag 6; HT negative—tag 5; HT positive (150-volts)—tag 1. LT negative is taken to a convenient chassis bolt. A 100 ohm resistor should be connected between chassis and HT negative. An aerial is connected to tag 4, and a pair of low-resistance phones to tag 2 and chassis (or to tags 8 and 9). It should then be possible to receive signals on both bands of the receiver. AF volume will probably be low with output loading occurring fairly easily; but the RF sensitivity should be high. The signal-noise ratio of the receiver should be very high indeed. The BFO should operate when tags 10 and 6 of the rear plate are connected together.

Having checked the receiver we may now be satisfied that its circuits and valves are in working order. The external supplies should be disconnected and the conversion can be commenced. The temporary HT and LT battery leads may remain connected to the receiver.

Starting the Conversion

1. Turn the chassis upside down (controls to the front). Remove the two long securing rods at either side of the chassis, also the two triangular mounting pieces at the front corners of the outside frame.

2. Disconnect the internal leads (one each) from tags 8 and 9 of the rear plate. Pull out these leads to reach pins 5 and 3 of the output transformer. Unsolder here and remove the leads from the chassis. Remove the two 4 BA bolts holding the output transformer and allow it to "hang" in the wiring.

3. Unsolder the 300 pF capacitor across pins 1 and 6 of the output transformer. Unsolder the lead connecting pin 6 (output transformer) to chassis, disconnecting also at its other end and removing. Unsolder the orange lead from pin 1.

4. Unsolder the red and white lead from pin 2, and the two red leads from pin 4 of the chassis. Do not at this stage be perturbed that one of the two red leads which travels to tag V2B of the rear plate, disconnect there and remove the lead.

5. Unsolder the 2 KΩ resistor across pins 2 and 4 of the transformer, also the black lead from pin 7 and the red lead from pin 8.

6. Remove the output transformer from the chassis.

7. Remove the 5-section screen over the RF coils at the right of the chassis. (The screen is held by five 6BA screws on the side of the chassis and by two underneath).

8. At the rear of the coil-chassis is a 4-turn coil (see Fig. 2), under whose trimming screw sits a 5-pin harness. Cut this harness at a point directly under the trimming screw.

9. Pull out that part of the cut harness which runs along the back of the chassis. Cut away the thread lacing the wire to join. Identify the red and white lead connecting to a contact on the rear wave-change switch wiper; disconnect and remove this lead.

10. Similarly disconnect and remove the orange and blue lead of the same harness which travels to tag V1B of the rear plate.

11. Similarly disconnect the red and blue lead of the same harness at pin 2 of spare valveholder 2 (see Fig. 2), and remove.

12. Similarly treat the orange and brown lead at tag V1D of the rear plate; also the remaining red lead at the bottom tag second from the rear on the tabboard (where it connects to a 5 KΩ resistor).

13. Identify the red lead from tag "A" (adjacent to tag V2A) of the rear plate which travels to tag V2B of the top section of the tabboard. Disconnect and remove this lead. At the same time the tabboard will be found another lead connecting it to the tag immediately below it. Disconnect and remove this lead also.

14. Identify the white and brown lead joining the rear bottom tag of the 4-turn coil (mentioned in Step 8) to a contact of
Additional Components required for the Conversion
1. Osnon HO Coil-pack.
2. Osnon BP Stage (for LM Coil-pack).
4. Knob (quarter-inch).
5. DPST tumbler switch.
6. 3-gang 500 pF tuning capacitor. (Must have standard 2-BA mountings at front.)
7. Output transformer for battery pentode. (Premier OP-10 or similar type).

Capacitors
1. 3-gang variable (approx. 200 pF); 1/4 inch spindle one end.
2. 2-gang variable (approx. 100 pF); 1/4 inch spindle.
3. 5-35 pF silver-ceramic trimmers.
4. .01 µF; papered paper.
5. Waxedi mica (value unknown but probably about 100 nF).

Resistors
1. 1-2 Meg Ω.
2. 1-5 Meg Ω.
3. 1-100 kΩ.
4. 1-75 kΩ.
5. 1-25 kΩ.
6. 1-20 kΩ.
7. 1-15 kΩ.
8. 2-5 kΩ.
9. 1-1 kΩ.
10. 7-11 kΩ.
11. 2-66 kΩ.

Inductors and Formers, etc.
1. 3-winding output transformer (Low-impedance phones and noise limiter).
2. RF choke.
3. Coils wound on 1/4 inch formers with adjustable iron cores.
4. Unsupported coil with adjustable iron core.
5. 4-turn coil former (No core).

Miscellaneous
1. Metal rectifier.
2. Universal coupling (1/4 inch spindles).
3. Mazda octal valvedetector (2 top-cap connectors).

Switches
1. SPDT tumbler.
2. SPST tumbler (unless required for BFO).

the rear wave-change switch wafer. Disconnect and remove this lead.

15. Trace a black and white lead from tag 6 of the rear plate to the coil above the chassis at its right hand rear corner. Disconnect and remove this lead.

16. Trace a red lead from tag 7 of the rear plate to pin 2 of spare valvedetector. Disconnect and remove this lead.

17. Remove the 100 kΩ resistor found between the 2-BA tapping point (N.11) and the 2-BA plate. Disconnect and remove this lead.

18. Above the chassis at the rear, and adjacent to valve V2C, is a 75 nF capacitor. Trace the underchassis lead from this capacitor which travels to tag 11 of the rear plate; disconnect at tag 11 and reconnect the wire to V2C at its nearest top tag of the coil former. Disconnect and remove this lead.

19. Identify a green and red lead from the upper 1/2 tag of the rear plate (adjacent to tag V2A) travelling to the top end of a 6 kΩ resistor on the tagboard. Disconnect and remove this lead. (The resistor is that nearest the front.)

20. Identify a red and white lead from tag V2A of the rear plate connecting to the rearmost top tag of the tagboard. Disconnect and remove this lead from the second top tag of V2A and reconnect it to the top end of the 6 kΩ resistor mentioned in the preceding step.

(To be continued)
IN YOUR WORKSHOP

In this month's article J.R.D. concludes his discussion on a subject which has proved to be of interest to many readers—that of Modernising Old Receivers.

The IF Stages

When, in last month's article, we reviewed the question of what was offered by the original IF, we stated that it may sometimes be possible to retain the original IF transformers. If these transformers are designed to work on 465 kcs, and appear to offer a good response curve, then this statement is true enough. Transformers of unconventional design, with aperiodic couplings, with only one tuned circuit and so on, must, however, be removed.

When it is intended to continue using the original IF transformers, they should be carefully checked for damage. The trimmers especially of hairpring type, which were once very liable to suffer with time and use. They should be inspected to ensure that their vanes still have plenty of springiness (assuming a compression type) that manner the dielectric is in good condition, and that they are free from dirt. The adjusting screws will sometimes be found a little stiff, and the knobs may have become rather "chewed-up" (this latter usually being caused by the preious attentions of those gentry to whom trimmers present an inescapable attraction).

Iron-dust cores should also be checked to see that they are not broken, and to ensure (when applicable) that they are still fastened to their brass adjusting screws. If the receiver which is being modernised has been subjected to any rough usage, it would be definitely advantageous to make certain that all the litz wire used in the separate coils are still soldered to their tags, and have not broken away. An ohmmeter test will confirm this point: similar coils should have the same resistance. Referring to iron-cored transformers again, a final check should be made on the serviceability of the parallel fixed capacitors; in early models these had a habit of becoming open-circuit.

The Frequency-Changer

Apart from the frequency-changer circuit and its components, there now remains little else in the receiver to merit attention here. So far as the frequency-changer components are concerned, the constructor has again the choice of using those fitted originally, or of installing new ones. In this stage, of course, the tuned circuits are of primary importance.

Provided that they cover the frequencies required, the original coils can often be retained. It will in many cases be found, however, that the wave-change switch has become worn, or is of an obsolete design. An improvement might result if such a switch were replaced by a switched coil. Modern IF transformers are fitted with medium and long wave coils only, and the provision of a new wave-change switch of the appropriate design would then be simple. The coil values may, if necessary, be added as well. Alternatively, the original coils and their trimmers could be completely removed, a modern all-wave coil-pack being fitted in their place.

The tuning capacitor will also need examination. Although most of the early models appear to be bulky and clumsy by present-day standards, they can sometimes be given a new lease of life after a quarter of an hour's checking and cleaning. When a short wave band is being added, however, it will nearly always be found that the rigid vanes of these capacitors will give trouble due to their inherent microphony. This will cause howling as the sound waves from the speaker impinge upon the vanes). If the shape of the capacitor vanes does not correspond to modern standards, a replacement is practically essential.

The oscillator section of some of these old types of tuning capacitor will be found to have a smaller capacitance than that given by the signal frequency sections. This design was intended in order to obviate the padder capacitor on the medium wave band. A tuning capacitor of this type could be retained for medium and long wave use (although it is necessary to realign the IF transformers if the trimmers are aligned to the exact frequency for which it was designed), but will have to be replaced by a normal model when it is intended to add a short wave range. A new tuning capacitor would also necessitate the use of an extra padder for medium waves, and one of a smaller value for long waves.

When the writer was invited last year to a regular feature for the RADIO CONSTRUCTOR under the title of "Your Workshop" (the word "In" was added later), he accepted with great deal of pleasure and enthusiasm. This was mainly due to the fact that workshop practice and procedure were subjects in which he was extremely interested. It must be confessed, however, that he felt also some misgivings as to whether he could find enough material each month to fill a full-length article.

These misgivings disappeared very quickly and after the contrary state of affairs held true. Indeed, the available space tended to be insufficient for the discussion of the many and varied subjects which were supposed to include in the series.

Shortage of paper also resulted recently in the space devoted to modernising old receivers in this series giving rise to three issues instead of the two originally planned. Articles on this subject have been requested by many readers, and so no harm can be said to result, except, perhaps, in the writer's own pedantic mind!

This month we would like to discuss a more varied assortment of topics and would like to give space to some of the letters which have been sent in by readers.

Rubber Fittings

Of these letters, one of the most interesting comes from R. S. Barton of Brighton. He starts by giving a detailed description of his own workshop which he has fitted up mainly for servicing and experimental work. His gear includes, at present, a home-made signal generator (built, he says, from W. G. Morley's design), a Hertz, and a Weston Analyser. He hopes to be making, or buying, a wobbulator in the near future.

"Re your recent article on wires and wiring," he says, following this hint may prove to be of use. Rubber or plastic covered wire is often rather difficult to pull through rubber fittings, such as glands and grommets, as the wire tends to bind and stick. The solution to this problem consists of cutting the wire before inserting it preferably with a volatile liquid such as methylated spirits, which will soon evaporate afterwards. If such a liquid is not available, wire snipped with a snap cutter, but it should not be applied too heavily.

Many thanks, R. S. Barton. A very useful hint.

Changing Components

Whilst on the subject of wires, it might be interesting to consider the case which is encountered when one finds it necessary to replace a component to which several wires are connected by a soldering method. A good example of this type is the escapement on clocks and watches. This component is mounted on the chassis in place of the old. Such a procedure can, of course, only be used when the connecting wires are flexible and are sufficiently long to enable the new component to be moved about in the process of mounting.

Low Voltage Switching

The writer was recently confronted with the task of replacing a switch for a low-voltage circuit (12 volts in this instance) which would be called upon to carry a large amount of current, possibly up to the order of 15 amps or more. The supply was needed for some experimental gear.

The writer was informed that the switch would not be required to switch on such a large current, and that it would be able to carry the load only when the low-voltage supply in case anything went wrong. The switch would be used also to turn off the supply in the evenings or whenever desired. The switch goal was, of course, to be capable of carrying the heavy current used and should introduce no volts drop into the circuit whatsoever.

The writer set about this task in a slightly unconventional way. The following hint may prove to be of use. Rubber or plastic covered wire is often rather difficult to pull through rubber fittings, such as glands and grommets, as the wire tends to bind and stick. The solution to this problem consists of cutting the wire before inserting it preferably with a volatile liquid such as methylated spirits, which will soon evaporate afterwards. If such a liquid is not available, wire snipped with a snap cutter, but it should not be applied too heavily.

Many thanks, R. S. Barton. A very useful hint.
brushes, as their resistance will probably be comparatively high and they will not therefore pass an excessive amount of current.

To the writer's mind, a drop test as described above seems to be a rather complicated way of doing a simple thing. When the occasion arises, he usually checks an armature by the easier method of measuring the resistance between segments with an ohmmeter. The applied voltage is not then required. The meter must, of course, be capable of accurately reading low values of resistance.

Owners and Their Ways

There is an old saying which goes: "You can always persuade a woman but you can never convince her." As the readers of this magazine are predominantly of the same sex, there is no necessity to expand such a statement. Indeed we can (with impunity) refer to its manifest truth.

However, the writer is sometimes of the opinion that the word "woman" could be conveniently replaced by the phrase "radio-owners". There have been many occasions when the writer has been confronted with a very ancient receiver from which (apart from re-building it to modern standards) it is almost impossible to obtain any useful quality on selectivity, and has been told by the owner how well it "used to work". Repairing such a receiver is often a waste of time.

It can never compare with the modern sets which the owner sees and hears in other houses and so he remains permanently dissatisfied, refusing grumblingly to relinquish his memories of how good the set, in his imagination, "used to be".

There is also the well-known tale of the person whose set sounded infinitely better after a "repair" which consisted solely of polishing the cabinet!

The ways of some (but, not, of course, all) set-owners are familiar enough. Nevertheless, the writer would like to give some useful advice to anyone who is just beginning to dabble in radio servicing. If it is at all possible, never repair a set in its own house. Always try to get it back to the workshop.

There are many very good reasons for this. Let us quote a few. There is first of all the fact that any repair in someone’s own house must nearly always consist of a "kitchenable job". This means working without proper facilities on a table which is usually highly polished and which is bound to get scratched despite the many thicknesses of newspaper which are placed over it. It also means resting the soldering iron in some such place as the grate with the result that the valuable Persian carpet probably becomes branded for life. Furthermore there is the existence of the various progeny of the household; these appearing either in the form of little Willy who nearly electrocutes himself at the match-stick connections which the single mains socket necessitates; or in the form of the infant upstairs who wakes up when the final flush of victory has caused the repairer to turn the volume control fully on.

In any case, and when all is fully considered, it is nearly always necessary to carry the set away from the workshop to the house; and this usually weighs just as much, and is just as awkward to handle, as would be the faulty receiver if it were carried in the reverse direction.

Before finally concluding this month, the writer would very much like to pass on the Compliments of the Season to his readers. To everyone, therefore, best wishes for a Merry Christmas and for a truly prosperous and Happy New Year; and may you have everything which you would wish yourself!

QUERY CORNER

(Continued from Page 191)

It is not normally necessary to stabilise the HT supply to the oscillator, but it is most important that the supply should be taken from the maximum HT line and not from some intermediate point such as the screen resistor of another stage. The use of a separate dropping resistor for the oscillator is well repaid by improved stability.
Mainly for the Beginner . . .

More about the Valve

By H. E. SMITH, G6UH.

A Practical Experiment

In order to gain a clear idea of the action of the valve as an amplifier, a simple practical experiment is suggested. Fig. 1 depicts the components required. The high resistance pick-up is first of all connected directly to the headphones, and when placed on a record the music will be heard at fairly comfortable volume. "Audio frequency" voltage is being generated by the pick-up, and in turn is actuating the diaphragms of the headphones. If the pick-up is now connected between the grid and filament of the valve, and the headphones inserted in series with the anode and HT battery, a much louder signal is heard. The small alternating voltages from the pick-up are regulating the electron flow within the valve and, as stated previously, are causing greater changes in "anode current", the result being a "magnification" process. This is known as audio frequency amplification, and will be dealt with more fully later on.

Detection

In order to "detect" a high frequency (or radio frequency) signal, usually referred to as a modulated carrier wave, rectification must take place. Reference to Fig. 2 will make this more easily understood. The modulated carrier wave appears on your aerial containing equal amounts of positive and negative energy at any given moment. The "bumps" on the carrier wave represent the "modulation envelope" of speech or music, and the process of rectification is to detach this modulation envelope from the carrier wave (or de-modulate it), turn it into direct current, and apply it to the grid of the valve. The valve will thus be controlled by the variation of the modulation envelope.

Leaky Grid Detection

The "leaky grid" detector is the best arrangement to use in simple receivers, as it gives a better response to weak signals.

(Fig. 3). The circuit LC is tuned to resonance with the signal, which is then passed along to the valve via the grid condenser (as it is a high frequency voltage, the grid condenser does not obstruct its passage). The modulated voltage on the carrier swings the grid alternately positive and negative. The flow of grid current increases far more during the positive swings (remember the electron is negative and is attracted to positive), and the grid current being DC now represents the rectified voltage necessary to control our valve. This voltage is developed across the grid leak, and the grid condenser acts as a miniature reservoir for the varying voltages as they are developed. If the grid condenser were absent, the voltages would not be developed, as the grid would be shorted to earth via the tuning coil. If the grid leak were absent, a voltage would build up on the grid side of the grid condenser, and this condenser would remain charged with the consequence that the valve would "block" and cease to function.

The Audio Signal

An important point to bear in mind is that the signal you are hearing in the headphones is caused by alternating currents, superimposed on the direct current flow from the HT battery through the valve. As these alternating currents vary in amplitude, so the direct current through the valve varies. With leaky grid detectors as described, more negative energy is applied to the grid on heavily modulated signals, and there will, therefore, be a fall anode current on loud passages. This can be observed by inserting a milliammeter in series with the headphones, and watching the pointer dip in time to the music.

The Anode Load

The headphones represent the "anode load" of our valve. Every type of valve has an "anode load" figure, and in order to obtain the best performance it is necessary to get as near as possible to this figure. A valve can only amplify if the associated components are correct. The anode load is the means of transferring the anode current variations into useful power. The anode current variations cause a voltage drop through the load, and when alternating voltage is applied to the grid, a corresponding alternating voltage is developed across the load. If then, a much lower value of load resistance than specified is used, the output will be correspondingly less. If a much higher value of load resistance is used, the output will still be less, because the anode
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ENAMELLED WIRE.

(On wooden reels).


W. G. 18 1/3 1/6 1/6
16 1/3 1/6 1/6
20 1/3 1/6 1/6
24 1/3 1/6 1/6
28 1/3 1/6 1/6
30 1/3 1/6 1/6
2/0 1/3 1/6 1/6
2/2 1/3 1/6 1/6
2/4 1/3 1/6 1/6
4/0 1/6 1/6 1/6
4/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

TINNED COPPER WIRE.

2 oz. 4 oz. 8 oz.

S.W.G. 1/3 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
4 oz. 1/6 1/6 1/6

DOUBLE SILK COVERED WIRE.

S.W.G. 2 oz. 4 oz. 8 oz.

W. G. 1/3 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6

RADIO GRAM CABINET.

Full-size console type; made with highly polished walnut finish. Designed to take standard turntable and record changer unit and radio chassis. Available at $12, 15c, 6d. each which makes a brand new radio cabinet for less than $10. 60c. 60c. (some adaptation will be necessary, of course), and trim unit from $2.50-$5.00 upwards. Please note as our storage is limited, it is as well to confirm that these units are actually in stock as the branch before calling specially. Also note we can deliver these complete within our taxi area, delivery charge depending on distance.

EXCELLENT Xmas PRESENT.

Novelty radio in coloured plastic cabinets only $12. Ideal for a nursery or bedroom, complete with built-in moving coil speaker, 2-gang tuning condenser, volume control and ON-OFF switch, all wired up ready to operate as soon as valves are fitted. Works off dry batteries. Valves included are three 174 and one 354B. Owing to a frustrated export order, we can offer these at a brand new, and perfect, complete except for valves, at the remarkable price of $9.60. each, post & insurance 25c. extra. Don't delay—send your order today.

3 WAY-BAND 5 VALVE SUPERHET CHASSIS.

Brand new, tested and factory conditioned for 12 months guarantee. First class parts, Parnel mains transformer, Eric restorers, buds condensers, etc. Special points include (1) Flywheel tuning. (2) Rusted I.C.T. (3) Sockets for extension speaker and pick-up. (4) 4 watts output. (5) Coil assembly removable. Price complete with 8" speaker $10.00. 6d. cart. pack & insurance 75c. extra.

GROMMETS.

3 x 1/16" each, Pack of 24.

SHEET PAXOLIN.

Invaluable for when you are experimenting. Size 6in. x 6in. 1/16", Size 12in. x 12in. 1/16", Size 24in. x 12in. 1/16.

SOCKET STRIPS.

Paxolin mounted.

Two socket engraved L.S. 6d. each.
Two socket engraved A.E. 6d. each.
Two socket engraved P.U. 6d. each.
Two socket engraved Dipole 6d. each.
Two socket plain 6d. each.
Three socket engraved Dip E. 9d. each.
Three socket engraved A1, A2 and E. 9d. each.
Four socket engraved AE Pickup 9d. each.
Four socket engraved P.U. Extract L.S. 9d. each.
Five socket plain 9d. each.

TAGSTIPS.

Paxolin mounted.

Two lugs, one earthed, 3d. each.
Three lugs, centre earthed, 6d. each.
Four lugs, one earthed, 6d. each.
Six lugs, two ends earthed, 6d. each.

GROUP PANELS.

5 comp. 9d. each.

Across 10 lugs, 9d. each.

6 components (12 lugs), 8d. each.

11 components (22 lugs, 12) 1-1/2 each.

TERMINALS.

50A. Also used for connecting two speakers (as C20A), together, 9d. each.

Screw down terminal 4 B.A. with plain insulated head, 5d. each.

Screw down terminal all metal, 6 B.A., 4d. each.

VOLUME CONTROLS.

We carry a full range of standards volume controls from 2K, to 2 meg. Prices are: less than 1, $0.50; Single 2K double pole switch, $0.85; Single 4K double pole switch, $1.25. Each of these midrange controls has a serial number and carries a 12-month guarantee by the makers; they are made on the "Woolf" moulded track principle and really do perform well.

SPERMET.

Made from polished aluminium, an excellent material for fronts of cabinets or for special cabinets you are making, and air conditioners, etc. Close mesh 8 holes to the inch. 24" x 12", 10", 12" x 12" 3/4, 6", 6", 6", 6" wide mesh 4 holes to the inch. 24", 12", 9", 12" x 12", 4/3, 6", 6", 6", 6" wide. Postage and special packing 1/6 extra for any quantity up to 12 sheets. Over 12 sheets post free.

MAGNETIC T.V. TUBES.

From 27/6 each.

All made by first grade firms, Brimar, Huda, Unwin etc., slightly used but will probably give years of service.

12-CELL ACCUMULATOR.

This accumulator can be coupled up to five in 24v. with all cells having been tried out in series or 12, 6 or 2 volta batteries by series parallel arrangements. The 12-cell accumulator is originally made for the Admiralty by a leading firm of manufacturers who have never been filled, and are in excellent condition. Each is contained in a wooden case only 8/6 each. Postage and insurance 5s.

120 service sets, covering British machines which have been sold in big quantities, and which everything available is ultimately bound to meet. The following make-up includes Aerodyne, Alba, Bush, Cosott, Eastern, Farnsworth, G.E.C., H.M.V., Kolster, Brandes, Lissman, Michigan, Mannock, Mullard, Murphy, Philco, Phelps, Pye, Ultra. Undoubtedly a mine of information invaluable to all who earn their living from radio servicing. Price $1 for the complete folder.

Our folder No. 2 consists of 100 data sheets covering most of the popular American T.R.T. and superhet receivers, "all dry", etc., which have been imported into this country. Names include: Spang, Emerson, Admiral, Crosley, R.C.A., Vicor, etc. Each sheet gives circuit diagrams and component values, alignment procedure, etc. Price for the folder of 100 sheets is $1. Post free.

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKLETS.

These give circuit diagrams and details of Ex-Government receivers and equipment. In practically all cases the information has been extracted from official publications. Separate copies are usually one piece of equipment. Booklets available covering the following: 1000, 1010, TR16, RC11, RC15, 110, R140, TR18, BC348, RC132, R1116, R120, PE Pre-Amp, from RP27, Pre-Amp, from RP27, Transceiver from 15-U.S. metres for London, T.V. Receiver from 3700, etc, T.V. Receiver from 194 strip. Dual band T.V. receiver. Price of a selection of these books is 1/6 each—all post free.

Orders by post, are dealt with by our RUSLIP depot. To avoid delay address to—R.P.E. Ltd., Dept. 3, Windmill Hall, Ruislip, Middlesex.

Orders under $1.50, under $1.75, and over $1.75, 1/6. Early closing, Wednesday-Ruislip, Saturday-City.
A TAPE RECORDER AMPLIFIER

By EDWIN N. BRADLEY.

MAGNETIC tape recording, popularised and made available to a wide public in a surprisingly short space of time, has, in the writer's considered opinion, been presented in some sections of the technical press in a rather unfortunate light. A good deal has been written on the construction of recording desks or decks themselves, but scant attention to the amplifiers to be used with such recorders, and there are probably many like the author who feel that this is tantamount to placing a very unwieldy cart before a rather highly-strung horse.

In short, the construction of a recorder itself—the mechanical unit which supplies drives and takes up the tape, with its erasing, recording and playback heads—is an extremely difficult matter and one not to be undertaken by any but experienced or professional engineers, if acceptable results are required. The tape-pulling or capstan head alone presents a problem in precision lathe work if wow and flutter are to be avoided, and it is hardly to be expected that a home-made record-playback head, sometimes built up from a strip of numeral wound copper wire, can compete with a commercial model. There can be no doubt that the beginner in tape recording should confine his experimental and constructional work to the recording amplifier and erase-biasing systems—that is, to the electronic side of the apparatus—using a commercial tape deck for a trouble free mechanical system, and putting the difference in cost between purchasing a ready made recorder and building a recorder from separate parts is surprisingly small.

The amplifier shown in Fig. 1 was designed and constructed round a "Qualtape" recording deck, a precision unit which can be very highly recommended both for price and performance to the newcomer to home recording. In developing the design several points were borne in mind—the amplifier should be quiet and hum-free, with high gain and reasonably high power output, it should be small in size so that it could be built, with the deck, into a transportable carrying case (half the pleasure and interest in recording lies in possessing portable gear), and it should be as nearly foolproof as possible. It should have simple but effective equalising circuits without employing inductances, it should cater for both microphone and radio inputs, and an effective recording level indicator was considered an essential; an indicator, moreover, which could have no effect on the operation of the circuit. Some level indicators, employing small incandescent lamps, can act as volume expanders or compressors depending on how the lamps are connected. In Fig. 3a, where a lamp is connected in series between two transformers, it will act as a compressor, since the filament resistance will rise with an increase in current, whilst in Fig. 3b, where a lamp is connected in parallel with the recording head, it will act as an expander for the same reason. If meters are so arranged that the lamp glows only on peaks, the effect will probably be small but, nevertheless, it will still be present.

The final circuit chosen employs three triode voltage amplifiers for microphone recording (a "Ball" moving coil microphone was used in trials) and a single voltage amplifier for recording from radio. The tinter unit fed into the amplifier had a single triode stage after the diode detector; in good reception areas this would be unnecessary. Volume control and equalisation are at high signal levels and a single-ended output stage has a degree of negative feedback introduced between its anode and grid—the feedback cannot be extended to earlier stages of the amplifier as the equalisation stages would then be included in the feedback loop, but more negative feedback is applied to the second and third stages by the omission of cathode bypass capacitors. The "Qualtape" record-playback head is of low impedance and is therefore very easy to feed; for recording, a plain resistive load is switched across the output transformer secondary and the head tapped onto this load through the normal constant-current resistor R21. For playback the head is matched into the first amplifier stage through the shunted microphone transformer T1.

Permanent magnet erase is a feature of the "Qualtape" deck and the bias oscillator has therefore to feed only the recording head, into which it is coupled by the secondary of the oscillator coil and C12. To obviate any slight possibility of oscillator hiss during playback, the oscillator's HT line is broken and the circuit put out of action until further recording is desired.

Headphone monitoring is provided when the resistive load is switched onto the output transformer, and this arrangement is favoured for two reasons. In the first place it is difficult to avoid audio feedback and consequent howling when recording from the microphone if the loudspeaker is left in circuit; admitted, this is not the case when a radio input is being employed, and the loudspeaker could then be left in circuit as the monitor. There seems to be no point, however, in reflecting undesired speaker resonances and impedance variations into the recording head when a plain load can be coupled in and the head feeds from that, and the circuit of Fig. 1 is therefore preferred. Headphone resonances are totally swamped out by the relatively high series resistance R37.

The recording head is tapped down the plain load since nothing like the total output from the amplifier is required for a full depth recording, although it is desirable to run the amplifier at a reasonably high level to give a good signal/noise ratio, and to operate the level indicator at a sensitive point. The ratio of R18 and R19 is best determined by trial, whilst the most convenient form for these two resistors to take is a single high wattage resistor with a tapping band. The original amplifier drives a 15 ohm speaker, and a semi-variable resistor of this value was not difficult to find. When R18 and R19 total 35 ohms only (substituting for a 3 ohms speaker) it will probably be more difficult to obtain a suitable component, but then it would by no means be difficult to build up such a resistor. Suitable 4 watt resistors, 3.5 or 15 ohms, with tapping bands, may be ordered from Messrs. Bulgin's, types P.R. 141 or P.R. 145 respectively.

A single ended output stage rather than a push-pull circuit is used in the interests of portability, and because only a small speaker is mounted in the recorder case. Such a speaker cannot do full justice to the recorded range, and as for home use an extension speaker, with its own mains energisation and mounted on a heavy baffle, is plugged into the extension socket, automatically switching off the internal speaker.

[Diagram of Circuit of the Power Pack and For Component Values see List overleaf]
In their more normal applications as tuning indicators, Magic Eye valves are fed with negative potentials from A.V.C. lines to give closing shadows, but in the present circuit a much more definite indication than a closing shadow is required. The Eye is therefore biased back by a variable resistor in its cathode line so that the more sensitive of the two shadows is completely closed, the positive potential across C16 and R25 then tending to open the Eye. By over-closing the Eye to a predetermined extent a signal of the maximum recording level will just separate the two edges of the shadow; these conditions are established by trial when the amplifier is first put into commission, and the gain control thereafter set so that the shadow just opens on peaks.

Equilibration

The equilibration circuits, connected between the third and output stages, have been chosen by trial upon the "Qualltape" head and Emitape. They will probably serve for other heads and tapes, but it is in any case a simple matter to alter the circuits to give a different response should this be required. It is generally sufficient to judge the response by ear, but a far more searching test can, of course, be made by employing a variable audio oscillator and a cathode ray oscilloscope, standardising a variable input into the recorder and inspecting the output on playback.

For recording, a high-pass filter, R12 and C7, is included in the circuit to give the required high frequency lift, this filter being replaced by a high frequency attenuator of variable characteristics, R13 and C8, for playback. In cases where a greater high frequency lift is required, it is possible to rearrange the switching so that the high-pass filter comes into use for playback as well as recording.

Power Supplies

A separate power supply chassis is employed in the original recording system, and this repetition of the mains equipment, together with the double smoothing shown in Fig. 2, although not absolutely essential is strongly advised in the interests of hum reduction. A four point plug and socket system provide for inter-unit coupling, whilst R30 gives some measure of protection to the power pack should it be switched on without the load of the amplifier plugged in.

Special attention must be paid to the method of heater feed and wiring, the heaters of all valves being carried by twisted leads to the heater winding and earthing only through the winding centre-tap. Untapped heater windings may be employed if a humdinger is connected across the winding and the variable arm taken to earth; if the amplifier shows any trace of hum it may be preferable to employ a humdinger instead of the heater winding centre-tap, setting the humdinger arm for minimum hum on trial.

The splitting of the smoothing system into two filters permits small chokes to be used, those in the original circuit having values of 10 Henrys each. A speaker field may take the place of one choke if desired, although the resistances of the chokes or the choke and field should not be greater than a total of approximately 1,000 ohms for a 300-300 volts transformer. The power pack, and thus the amplifier chassis, should be taken directly to earth together with the main chassis of the recording deck itself.

Construction

No dimensioned layout for the amplifier chassis is given, as it is felt that the construction of an amplifier of this type is a valuable opportunity for using up spare parts, particularly spare chokes, co-axial plugs and sockets, an odd mains transformer and spare electrolytic capacitors. New coupling capacitors should of course be employed, and a good component, well shielded, should be chosen for T1. A suitable type of layout is shown in Fig. 4.

Group board construction is not recommended; for this type of amplifier it is more desirable to mount the small components on a board around their respective valveholders with all earthed connections for each stage made to a common earthed point. A soldering tag bolted down with each valveholder provides such a common earthing point for each stage. Remember that the valve heaters are not earthed except at the heater winding; heater currents flowing through the chassis give rise to excessive hum.

Whilst short leads are desirable in all stages, they are especially important in the bias oscillator stage round V4, since the fields around this stage must be reduced as far as possible to prevent interference with the radio tuner employed with the amplifier. For the same reason, the tuner aerial should not be near the amplifier; a screened or co-axial lead-in is of assistance in reducing interference. A metal type 6V6 valve is employed as V4 in the original design.

The single control switch S1a—S1g inclusive is made up of seven three-way switch sections, so that a two-bank four-pole three-way switch is suitable. On the first bank or lead should be made the connections to the low level sections. S1a, S1b, S1c and S1d, the other three sections being wired up on the second or rear bank. This leaves a single three-way section on the rear bank unused, and this switch section may be pressed into use for one of a number of purposes. One obvious task is to switch in three pilot lamps to show clearly the function of the amplifier; suitable lamps would be Green for playback, Red for recording microphone and Amber for recording radio. Other possible purposes would be to switch out the level indicator on playback or to cut out the negative feedback over V3 on either recording or playback. The negative feedback is, of course, optional, and is sometimes turned out on the writer's amplifier as the main loudspeaker employed favours the lower frequencies, the high frequency accentuation given by the uncorrected beam tetrode then levelling out the overall response with no serious distortion.

All input leads to the amplifier from the record-playback head, microphone and radio tuner must be perfectly screened, although no such precautions are found necessary in the case of the monitor 'phone leads. High resistance 'phones are, of course, employed; if it is desired to use low impedance 'phones, the value of R20 should be changed experimentally. Belling-Lee co-axial plugs and sockets were employed in the original amplifier, but plugs and sockets from surplus gear are probably to hand in the constructor's storebox.

The screening of low signal leads must be extended to the internal leads where shown in Fig. 1.

With the amplifier constructed and tested,
it remains only to adjust the output of the recording signal with reference to the level indicator. Compare with R21 tapped well down the combined R18-R19 chain, and turn up the gain control, whilst adjusting R29, for good indication on the Magic Eye, the shunt having a change in basic salar for, but merely a very slight increase weekly in the Corporation's pay-bill.

Apart from the figures given in a recent analysis, the existence of several thriving publications, and the success of several published designs, should convince the BBC that the amateur constructor represents a very large section of its licence holders. If this has escaped the Corporation, it certainly has not been overlooked by the prominent manufacturers who sponsored a design which has passed into the hands of more than 50,000 enthusiasts. Nor has the Trade neglected to support the designs issued by the radio Press. At least one manufacturer with which the Television Service has contracted has deemed it fit to maintain an Amateur Division in its organisation, and other companies direct many of their products to the Amateur.

This support would hardly be forthcoming if the Amateur "movement" were not strong. We are by no means a tiny minority, but if we were, has not the BBC demonstrated its eagerness to gratify a majority by the establishment of an entirely separate programme for the long-haired listener?

The excuse given by the Corporation are not convincing.

(1) Interference with Rehearsal Times.

It is unlikely that rehearsals are in progress up to the moment of opening. Note that the two cameras and a film scanner are already available at 7.55 p.m. daily, to transmit the Tuning Card, mix to the "Crest", and then send out the "Big Ben" film, without adverse effect upon rehearsals.

Furthermore, the transmitters are already "on the air" minutes before the opening announcement every evening. One of the two cameras could be arranged to provide some more useful modulation during this period that the artificial cross which occupies our screen at present.

(2) Adjustment of Salaries.

The presence of a carrier and some modulation proves the presence of the staff at 7.40 each evening. Although there may be tests and adjustments to be made, would the substitution of (any) a 2.5 Mcs grid (a useful signal), as an alternative to the cross, be impossible?

The "adjustment" of salaries is merely the payment of half an hour, possibly at "overtime" rates. This does not represent a change in basic salaries, but merely a very slight increase weekly in the Corporation's pay-bill.

(3) Additional Use of Electricity.

I repeat that transmissions are already "on the air" twenty minutes before opening time. The period concerned is not a peak period, even in winter.

(4) Possible Trade Union Activity.

Has the BBC approached the Unions? Or is it admitting defeat before the battle (if any) commences? The difficulty would not be likely to arise if the BBC made a fair "adjustment to salaries".

Although there is at present no real substitute for Test Card "C", it would have shown some willingness to serve a large section of its viewers had the Corporation offered some reasonable substitute instead of turning down your request with shallow excuses.

I suggest that the following useful substitute would entail no increase in man-hours or salaries, no interference with rehearsals or camera, and little increase in electricity consumption:

From 7.40 p.m., when the transmitter commences radiating, superimpose upon the "Crest" at 6 Mcs "grid" 
 a composite pattern generated without a camera. This pattern would assist in checking horizontal definition and linearity; a reasonable check in the vertical direction and of interface is possible by examination of the line spacing.

The suggestion is by no means perfect; it provides no check upon contrast, for example. But, with its disadvantages, had it been offered by the BBC, then that unyielding organisation would have stood in a better light than it does now.

The average "hobby" man is a pleasant type of chap who makes few demands, and who prefers to obtain a reasonable response to his reasonable request. His standard of intelligence is sufficiently high to see the futility of the BBC's excuses. —W. Groome (Birmingham).

FLASH

A reply from the B.B.C. gives cause for hope. The position will be reviewed when some "Monosopes", which are on order, have been received.
QUERY CORNER

A "Radio Constructor" Service for Readers

Clear Note from BFO

I have added a beat frequency oscillator to my short wave superhet, and although the required heterodyne whistle is obtained the note is harsh and varies in pitch. Can you offer a possible explanation for this and suggest a cure?

D. Parker, Southgate.

In adding a BFO to a superhet receiver, difficulties are often encountered in placing the extra components in the part of the receiver where they are required. For example, it may be found that near the RF stage is a space which would accommodate the additional valve and components, but of course it is not the ideal position, which is somewhere near the second detector. Because of this space problem the inclusion of the BFO can produce disappointing results unless great care is taken in screening the oscillator from the remainder of the receiver.

The screening is important because radiation from the BFO can reach the RF stage and produce some queer beat notes, this effect being particularly marked if a large number of harmonics are present. The secrets of obtaining a clear note under most conditions may be summarised as follows:

(a) Very careful screening of the BFO is necessary.
(b) The output from the BFO must be substantially free from harmonics, and should approximately equal the signal level at the second detector.

When considering the screening, it must be remembered that any leads which enter or leave the screened compartment which houses the complete BFO must be either shielded or earth potential as far as the RF energy is concerned. For this reason, it is advisable to include the oscillator on/off switch in the HT line before the decoupling because this line does not then carry any RF. Also, the output lead must be as short as possible and must consist of screened cable. If it is required to adjust the beat frequency, a moving coil instrument should be mounted on the front panel of the receiver, it is preferable to drive the tuning capacitor by means of an extension spindle, rather than remove it from the screening compartment in order to mount it on the panel. This is because there can be considerable radiation from the "hot" lead of the tuning capacitor, and any attempt to use screened cable at this point can easily result in poor frequency stability.

The circuit diagram of a typical BFO is shown in Fig. 1, the components to be enclosed within the screened compartment being those contained within the dotted line. The HT decoupling resistor is mounted just outside the screen, and its associated capacitor is located just inside the screen.

Turning to the problem of reducing the harmonics which may originate in the oscillator, this is largely concerned with the choice of time constant in the oscillator grid, the tapping position on the coil, and the HT voltage which is supplied to the valve. Taking these items in turn, the grid circuit constants indicated in Fig. 1 will be found to be optimum whilst the feedback tapping point on the coil should be approximately 10% of the way up from the earthy end. Many constructors will, however, wish to purchase the coil ready wound, and the one manufactured by Wright and Weare (type B.F.O.) can be recommended. In passing, it is of interest to note that this coil has an inductance of 1000 μH and therefore requires a tuning capacitance of 118 pF to produce a 1000 cycle beat in a receiver having an intermediate frequency of 465 kc/s. The optimum value of the HT voltage will be largely dependent upon the type of oscillator valve which is used. The HT can be controlled by means of the decoupling resistor, which should be as high as possible consistent with steady maintained oscillation. Using a 250 volt line, the value indicated on the circuit diagram should be suitable with most valves if available. The resistor may be reduced to 15 kΩ.

Finally, a note regarding the method of connecting the output from the BFO to the IF amplifier of the receiver. This connection is best made at the second detector via a small capacitor of between 2 and 10 pF. Such a capacitance is readily obtained by twisting the lead from the BFO around the lead to the detector diode. A little experimental work will soon indicate the optimum length of the twisted section, which should then be coated with glue to prevent any further movement.

Advantage of Valve Voltmeter

I am very much impressed whilst having had some experience in the use of standard voltmeters I am not clear as to the advantages which the valve voltmeter has over such instruments. Can you enlighten me on this point?

R. Coulson, Weybridge.

Standard voltmeters require a certain amount of energy to deflect the pointer, and in taking this energy the meter can alter the conditions existing in the circuit which is being examined, thereby providing inaccurate results. This applies largely to measurements made in high impedance circuits or to those made at high frequencies, and to overcome the difficulty the valve voltmeter was developed. With this instrument the voltage to be measured is applied to the input circuit of a valve, in the anode circuit of which is the indicating meter. Thus the power required to deflect the meter pointer is obtained from the power pack which supplies the valve, and is therefore not required from the circuit under measurement. As a result of this, the input impedance of the voltmeter can be made very high so that they present negligible damping on the test circuit. A simple valve voltmeter was described in the October 1950 issue of the Radio Constructor.

Local Oscillator Stability

My recently completed communications receiver works satisfactorily but for one fault. After a short period of use the station goes off tune, and must be restored by adjustment of the tuning knob. As I spend most of my listening on 10 and 20 metre bands this minor defect can be most annoying. Can you suggest its cause and cure?

W. West, Bradford.

The tuning stability of a superhet is dependent almost entirely upon the stability of the local oscillator. When constructing the receiver it is important that this section should receive special attention, in particular to points which may affect the oscillator stability. Perhaps the most important in this connection is the necessity for rigidity in the mounting of the components. A heavy gauge metal chassis must be used and the front panel securely bolted or welded to it, angle brackets being used to support the upper part of the panel. Coils must be secured firmly in position, and the wire on the transformers treated with a varnish or glue to prevent movement.

Components which are normally suspended in the wiring, such as resistors and small capacitors, should be fixed to tag panels, and the whole oscillator section wired with 18 swg tinned copper wire.

The oscillator section should be located away from all heat generating components to minimise frequency drift as the receiver warms up. Generally a warming-up period of at least ten minutes is necessary before the oscillator can be expected to have reached a stable condition.
Radio Miscellaneous

Many readers will recall that some months ago I recounted an amusing incident where someone impersonating Ambrose Fander- 

telephone 8 to get him a packet of assorted-sized holes. It seems now that if he is still in need of them one of our readers can fix him up! It is no idle boast either. I have actually got a sample in front of me as I write, and a very nice clean hole it is, too.

It has come to me direct from the hole-making man, Mr. P. Turner of 44, Byrom Street, Mansfield, who has already started producing holes in a moderate scale and is ready to supply them to readers at a reason-

able price. If the demand is big enough, he is prepared to tool up to produce them in a big way.

It sounds like a constructor's dream. Holes where you want them, any shape, any size. If it is too big, you just take it out and put a smaller one in its place. And that is not all. You can even fit them with little pins, marching, punching, fixing, filling and noise. In fact, you simply spread the evening paper on the dining table and in complete silence plot out just where you want the holes to be—then get on with the wiring up.

No, gentle reader, I have not taken leave of my senses. In fact I have not dwell upon all the advantages yet. These holes are also non-expendable. When you decide to re-build, you simply re-shuffle the holes around and you have a fresh chassis to suit the new constructional job. If you don't really want a hole at all, you merely fill up the space where the hole was with a bit of solid chassis.

It sounds to be too good to be true, but for all that it is true.

Wide Range of Uses

For some reason (beyond my guessing powers) Mr. Turner has come up with an ingenious system of standard chassis and panel sections, the System Schultz. The sections are bolted together through standardised holes in the flanged area, and patterns are already available including 3 × 3" sections with 2" holes (for meter mounting) or with three louvres (for ventilation purposes) or for four lights (for a full range of sections already available mountings for 3" and 6" cathode ray tubes are being added.

The finish of the specimen, which is of stouter gauge metal than most readers would normally use for home engineering, is clean and accurate and the exposed surface is finished in black crackle enamel.

The versatility of the scheme is self-apparent. Interchange sections can easily be added and with a little ingenuity the constructor should be able to design chassis, panel and case from such sections. The flanges, of course, to add to the rigidity and any holes not required for bolting the unit up solid, could be utilised after fitting with suitable grommets, for the wiring etc.

The idea will not only appeal strongly to the constructor with limited workshop facilities and those interested in experimental work, but is ideally suited for use in the laboratory and training school where special or "short-life" apparatus is frequently needed.

Other Ideas

In his interesting letter Mr. Turner also mentions his tentative plans to introduce a full vision tuning scale and dial with a hinged escutcheon on the lines I suggested a couple of months ago. It will incorporate geared driving mechanism and it is not content to leave it at that. He is also breaking it down into a number of separate parts so that you can buy a plain dial with extensions that can be added, including a choice of gear ratios, as required.

He has printed his own pamphlets on the silk screen process (with cotton for cheapness) and plans to print the exchangeable scales and panel titles himself by the silk screen method.

This sort of enterprise always cheers me, as no doubt it does most readers. It is in keeping with the best traditions of our hobby—particularly the readiness to experiment in aspects less directly linked with radio. Probably your experience is similar to mine. All the best radio men I have ever met have had more than a passing interest in other practical things, and it is surprising just how many other hobbies and occupations link up usefully with radio and electronics.

A symphony, for the music lover, contains more than just rhythm, harmony and melody just as an arrangement of words is something more than a mere sentence. It possesses beauty and meaning.

In case we wish, make music in the laboratory by simply shading lines on a strip of sound film, but it would merely be said with the music left out. The mathematics, too, could put together a perfect sequence of harmonics but it would not become a Concerto or a Sonata.

Harmonics

An interesting sound we soon discover that two or more notes blend harmoniously when their frequencies are in exact ratio. Thus the notes C, E and G with their respective frequencies of 265, 333 and 384 cycles have a common ratio and please the ear. Notes with unrelated frequencies when played together jangle with discord.

This was fully appreciated centuries ago, but mathematicians were for years puzzled that while it worked out perfectly for some types of instrument, these chords clashed badly on others. It was not until nearly 200 years ago that it was satisfactorily proved that the secret lay in the harmonics. The harmonics are not the same proportion for the same note when played on different types of instrument. It is their presence or absence and their relative strengths that give the instrument its character and musical quality.

When the higher harmonics are present in strength they do not always coincide, producing what is called "beat" and cancelling each other out. When they vibrate in sym-

pathy they re-inforce and give colour one to another, but in getting out of step, or beat, their cancelling out results in a jarring, paralyzing effect.

Achromatic

my way of listening to music (and not at all the way it is taught at music schools). First hearing seemed woefully dissonant. Many of the modern composers probably jarred you at the first hearing, and then in a diminishing

degree, until you learned to accept it, and perhaps, eventually, love it.

Looking back into musical history we find that anything other than the simplest harmonics were distasteful to the Romans and the Greeks. They seem to have only managed to bear with frequencies which would be simple fractions of one another.

The Greeks were the first to divide the octave into seven intervals—the eighth note being, of course, double the frequency of the first. They discovered that by putting a bridge at half the length of a string a note an octave higher was produced in each length. They also noted that by re-

moving the bridge when the two halves were vibrating, a slip of paper could be made to vibrate in a tailing string. This point is called the "node", and we use the term with little difference in significance in describing the behaviour of our aerials. Just

as with aerials, we can have many more than one node in a length of vibrating string.

Reformers

Before the Pythagorean division of the octave (the first standardisation of notes based on the frequency of vibration) the earlier Greeks are believed to have had a three-note scale based on notes approxi-

mating to C, F and G. Try them out for yourself and see what sort of melody you can get out of them!

Other indications used a five note scale, of notes which roughly correspond to the black keys of the modern piano. Some

Scottish traditional music appears too, to have written in this way. If you want to amuse your friends with a spot of "Oriental" music, you can easily do it by ignoring the white notes and using frequent repetitions of the same black notes mingled
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Achromatic

day I listen with complacency to chords, harmony and close-harmony which would have horrified the great composers of last century, which indicates we are steadily attuning ourselves to wider ranges of harmonics ratio.

Probably most of us have already noted how we have adjusted ourselves to appreciate dissonance which at first hearing seemed woefully dissonant. Many of the modern composers probably jarred you at the first hearing, and then in a diminishing

with an appropriate wailing intonation.

The octave of our modern scale consists of twelve semi-tones, but the harmonics of it are slightly wrong from the mathematical standpoint. Reformers have from time to time attempted to bring into use a more mathematically perfect scale by cutting the octave in divisions of forty-one or fifty-three.

A scale of 306 notes has also been suggested.

Merceator, whose map projection we remember so well if our schooldays, who for many years was still used almost daily, was the first, I believe, to want to bring in the 53 note scale.
Loudspeaker Baffles and Enclosures

PART 3

By J. R. DAVIES

Sound in Pipes

The behaviour of the labyrinth may be more easily examined if we consider the effect of sound waves travelling in pipes.

Fig. 9 shows a labyrinth extended into the shape of a pipe, and fitted at one end with a loudspeaker. The remote end of the labyrinth is closed and we presume that it has no internal lagging.

A single AF tone is then fed to the loudspeaker, its wavelength in air being equal to 

^\text{ft} \quad \text{1. The length of the pipe is } \frac{1}{3} \text{ ft.}

2 Let us assume that, at one particular part of the pipe, the pressure wave is moving backwards, thus causing a pressure wave in the air immediately behind it. This pressure wave moves down the pipe and is reflected back again by the closed end. By the time it travels back to the diaphragm it will have traversed twice the length of the pipe, i.e. in other words, it will have covered \( \frac{2}{3} \) ft. As the pressure wave has therefore travelled over one wavelength before it returns, it can be seen that it will arrive at the diaphragm at the same point in the following AF cycle at which it left. The pressure wave will now be reflected back down the pipe again by the loudspeaker diaphragm and the speaker mounting.)

When the resonant properties of the pipe are being calculated, it must be remembered that the effective length of the pipe when lagged, is equal to the length of the free air inside the lagging, and not the length of the pipe itself. Care must be taken to ensure that the lagging is carried out well, as the resonances would otherwise be too strong. A certain amount of experimenting could possibly be carried out at the end remote from the speaker by using different materials for reflection, although most of the sound energy will be lost in the inside lagging. It must also be remembered that the length of the pipe is only capable of giving an approximate idea of the resonance frequency.

The Open Labyrinth

In Fig. 10 is shown a pipe which has the end remote from the speaker open to the air. Let us assume that it is equal to one quarter wavelength, \( \frac{1}{4} \text{ ft.} \)

4 case, when the pressure wave from the back of the speaker diaphragm travels at the speed of the pipe. When the rarefaction wave reaches the speaker, the latter will be generating a rarefaction wave itself; in other words, it will have completed half a cycle since the pressure wave was originally formed. The rarefaction wave from the open end of the pipe will then be reflected from the speaker at the same time as the speaker itself is generating a similar wave, and the pipe will therefore become resonant.

Now let us assume that the speaker is generating a sound whose frequency is twice the previous one. In this case the pressure wave formed by the speaker will return, as a rarefaction wave, not when the speaker has completed half a cycle, but when it has completed a full cycle (i.e. when it is forming a pressure wave again). The pipe will therefore tend to attenuate that frequency.

Once again, as with the closed pipe, we can reach a series of conclusions for the open pipe. Firstly, the pipe accentuates sounds whose wavelength is four times its length, and attenuates sounds whose wavelength is twice its length.

This is an extremely interesting result and it will be noticed that the open pipe has an opposite effect to the closed one. The closed pipe attenuated a frequency equal to half of that which it accentuated, whereas the open pipe accentuates frequencies equal to twice the frequency of those it attenuates.

In practice, one sometimes meets loudspeakers which are resonant at about 60 c/s or so. The open pipe could then be used to attenuate such a resonance, whilst at the same time accentuating the frequencies around 30 c/s; thus increasing the bass response of the reproducer.

The open pipe has other advantages which make it useful for the experimenter. First of all it only needs to have half the length of the closed pipe to enable it to resonate at a certain wavelength, and it may therefore be made more compact. Secondly, the open end of the pipe may be used to provide a secondary source of low frequency sound, remote from the loudspeaker itself. Fig. 11 shows a suggested example. The dotted line in this diagram gives an approximate idea of the effective length of the labyrinth should it be opened out into a straight pipe.

(To be continued)


**PRE-AMPLIFIER FOR SUTTON COLDFIELD**

by L. A. BARKER

_—_-

MANY readers living in areas of low signal strength will find that they can put to good use the compact item described below, particularly those who are using RT355 and superhet receivers from which trouble arises due to powerful short-wave stations breaking through at IF. With a modest gain of from 4 to 6 times from the pre-amplifier, the gain control of the receiver can be proportionately reduced—when breakthrough at IF is most unlikely, except, perhaps, in areas swamped by the interfering transmitter.

While he has not been able to measure its gain, the writer believes that a gain of 10 could be obtained with this pre-amplifier by narrowing the bandwidth to pass the vision channel only.

The Chassis utilised is an American HT distributor unit measuring 4" square by 1½" deep complete with base plate, and containing one tubular (metal) and eight mica capacitors and W socket, costing 1/6d. All of the capacitors, socket and two of the metal screens were removed, but a central screen was left intact as it supports five feed-through solder tags which are used to feed the HT, heater supply and output. Output is taken via a sufficient length of coax cable to a cable plug for attachment to the receiver, and the HT, heater and common leads are connected to an old valve base, which plugs into a suitable valveholder fixed to the receiver chassis. Input is via the plug in the side of the chassis.

Readers who cannot obtain a distributor unit as described above should have little difficulty in making up a small chassis of similar dimensions, preferably from tinplate steel for easy soldering, and for the latter reason a piece of tinplate should be used as a screen and soldered firmly across pins numbered 5 and 6 of the B6G valveholder. As far as possible all earth return leads should be taken to the same point, unless this means an unnecessarily long lead, when it may be soldered directly to the chassis. Fig. 1 makes the layout clear.

It is advisable to use resistors of more than just sufficient wattage rating with a view to keeping noise at a low level, providing their bulk is reasonable. Mica capacitors are best, and four originally in the unit have been utilised.

The coupling windings L1 and L4 are wound at the chassis end of the formers between turns 1 and 3 of L2 and L3. L2 and L3 are wound, spaced by one wire diameter between turns, towards the end of the former which is furthermost from the chassis, in order to allow the maximum influence of the tuning slugs. In the circuit of Fig. 2 one side of the heater is earthed, and care must be taken to ascertain that the receiver with which it is to be used is also connected in the same manner, also that the common HT/Heater lead from the pre-amp goes to the chassis of the receiver, otherwise there is risk of shorting the heater supply of the whole receiver through the coax braid. Some modifications to the circuit of Fig. 2 will also be necessary if the receiver concerned is designed for use with balanced feeder input.

Adjustment of the pre-amp is simple, but varies with the type of receiver. If it is used for the vision channel only, then it should be first peaked for maximum signal, when the cores should be about midway in the formers, and then detuned for best definition by screwing in the slug of L3/L4 about half a turn at a time, but only so far as is required for full definition obtainable with the receiver.

---

**COMPONENT LIST**

C1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0.001 μF
R1, 220 Ω 1W
R2, 10 kΩ 1W
R3, 3.9 kΩ 1W
L1, 4, 13 turns 26 swg DCC
L2, 3, 50 turns 26 swg DCC
2, 4 Aladdin formers, with slugs
1, Pyle socket
1, Pyle plug
1, B6G holder, paxolin or ceramic
V1, EF50

---

**PANEL TRANSFERS**

Amateurs!

In response to the great number of demands for a further range of markings, we are now able to offer Range No. 2. This sheet covers instruments—Oscilloscope, Beam switch units, A/F.R.F. Modulated Sig. Gen., Xtal and VFO freq., calibrating meter and sets of numerals to suit. Plus other useful markings.

This sheet, like sheet No. 1, is printed with silver lettering on a black background.

Price per sheet is 2/3d. post paid.

Still available is sheet No. 1. See our adverts in previous issues.

Order now and avoid disappointment.

Terms Cash with Order.

Details available on receipt of 3d. to—

K. NORVALL G3666
C/o, H. NORVALL & SONS LTD.,
5, Torrens Street, City Road, London, E.C.I.